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Headline conclusions
Our review indicates that pre-registration students, particularly those in the US, are learning to use tools
for structured communication, either in specific sessions or integrated into more extensive courses or
programmes; and that they are mostly learning to use SBAR and its variants. Interventions that
incorporate tools for structured communication are mostly for uni-professional groups and often use
simulation. There is some evidence that learning to use one or more tools can improve the clarity and
comprehensiveness of student communications, their perceived self-confidence and their sense of
preparedness for clinical practice. However, there is as yet little evidence relating to the transfer of these
skills to the clinical setting or for any influence of teaching approach on learning outcomes. Educators will
need to consider the positioning of such learning with other skills such as clinical reasoning and decisionmaking.

Background and context
Standardised protocols for information exchange between health professionals, such as Situation
Background Assessment Recommendation (SBAR), are being introduced into clinical practice. Often
described as ‘tools for structured communication’, introduction of such protocols is, in part, the result of
efforts to apply good practice from aviation safety to health care.
These developments have resulted in calls for trainee health professionals to understand and be able to use
tools for structured communication when they enter clinical practice. In order to help clinical educators
decide how best to respond to these calls, we have reviewed the educational literature relating to the
integration of one or more tools for structured communication into an educational intervention for preregistration health professions students.
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Review objectives
Our review aimed to investigate the influence of educational interventions that include tool(s) for structured
communication on students’ knowledge, skills and attitudes; and the evidence for any influence of teaching
method on the nature or extent of student learning. To achieve this, we considered interventions in which
the tool(s) are the main focus of the learning and those in which they are component(s) of a more extensive
module or course; and adopted an exploratory approach based on a broad overall question: how does the
teaching of a tool for structured communication within and between teams contribute to student learning?

Review methodology
Search Strategy: Searches of 10 databases (1990-2014) were supplemented by hand searches and by
citation searches (to January 2015).
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: Our review included studies that reported evaluation of an educational
intervention incorporating one or more tools for structured communication and that involved
undergraduate students from any clinically-focussed health profession. We considered undergraduate
students to be those engaged in a course of initial, pre-registration training, regardless of their qualifications
on entry. Studies relating to qualified staff or to educational interventions that did not include a tool for
structured communication were excluded..
Data Extraction: We prepared a comprehensive data extraction form and tested it with a pilot sample of
eight articles. The final form was assembled in Distiller SR (Distiller SR Evidence Partners, Ottowa, Canada)
and data extraction undertaken by reviewer pairs. Discrepancies in data extraction were resolved by
consensus following transfer of data to a spread-sheet (Microsoft Excel Version 14).
Data Synthesis: We assessed the methodological quality of included studies using a generic checklist of 11
indicators that were designed to reflect qualities of intellectual rigour applicable to all studies. Studies that
met seven or more quality indicators were considered in greater depth and a narrative synthesis of study
findings undertaken.

Implications for practice
• Pre-registration students, particularly in the US, are learning to use tools for structured communication,
either in specific sessions or integrated into wider educational interventions.

• Students are mostly learning to use SBAR and its variants, in uni-professional groups and often in
simulation.

• There is some evidence that learning to use one or more tools can improve the clarity and
comprehensiveness of student communications, their perceived self-confidence and their sense of
preparedness for clinical practice.
• As yet, there is little evidence relating to the transfer of these skills to the clinical setting.
• Reported studies suggest that clinical educators will need to consider the positioning of such learning
with that for other skills such as clinical reasoning and decision-making.
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